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Demo Test

Introvert, low

key, and indepen-

dent of others.

Outgoing, energetic

and socially

dominant with

a great need for

stimulus from the

outside world.

Extraversion

Social Need

Reclusive. Sociable.

Social Image

Low-key, limited need for

attention from others.
Dominant, powerful.

Pace of Life

Tranquil and re-

laxed pace of life.
Energetic, lively.

Excitement Seeking

Cautious, careful.
Excitement-

seeking, risk-taking.

Cheerfulness

Restrained with positive

emotions, reserved.

Cheerful, enthusiastic,

positive, easy-going.
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Demo Test

Independent,

tolerant, objec-

tive, reserved

towards others.

Trusting, warm

and caring to-

wards others.

Agreeableness

Trust

Skeptical, wary.
Confidence in

others, trusting.

Communication

Submissive, com-

pliant, malleable.

Sincere, unfeigned,

straightforward.

Altruism

Self-focused, self serving. Altruistic, supportive.

Compassion

Factual, thick-skinned.
Caring, compas-

sionate, empathic.

Affection

Restrained, formal, aloof.
Loving, affectionate,

friendly, personal.
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Demo Test

Sensitive, responsive,

impulse driven, easily

affected by external

circumstances.

Stable, secure

in themselves,

barely affected

by what goes on

around them.

Emotional Stability

Emotions

Vigilant, alert, anxious. Calm, relaxed.

Temper

Temperamental. Stable mood.

Confidence

Insecure.
Good self-esteem,

confidence in own ability.

Self-Control

Impulsive, spontaneous.
Good self- and

impulse control.

Stress

Sensitive to stress.
Tolerates stress, calm and

focused under pressure.
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Demo Test

Flexible, easy-going,

relaxed approach

to commitments

and obligations.

Purposeful, struc-

tured, logical,

intrinsic motiva-

tion to perform

and work hard.

Conscientiousness

Intensity

Relaxed approach to

efficiency and hard work.

Persistent, ef-

fective, capable.

Diligence

Easily manages un-

certainties and ambi-

guities, unstructured,

takes obligations and

commitments lightly.

Orderly, methodical, rule-

conscious, responsible.

Ambition

Frivolous, changeable,

relaxed approach

to performance.

Performance-oriented,

industrious , ambi-

tious, tenacious.

Self-discipline

Easily distracted. Self-motivated, focused.

Decision Making

Quick, instinc-

tive, intuitive.

Thoughtful, ana-

lytical, objective.
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Demo Test

Prefers the familiar

and traditional;

rather applies what

is already proven.

Explorative and

unconventional;

has a need for

and is open to

inner emotional

experiences.

Openness

Imagination

Down-to-earth, reality-

based, task-oriented.
Imaginative, daydreaming.

Aesthetics

Pragmatic, practical. Aesthetic, artistic.

Emotional Sensitivity

Restrained inner emo-

tional life, suppressed

emotional expressions.

Intense emotional

experiences, strong

emotional expressions.

Experiences

Prefers the famil-

iar and routines.

Seeks out new expe-

riences, has a need

for emotional and

intellectual stimulation.

Mindset

Realistic, focused on

the here and now.

Curious, intellectually

inquisitive, innovative.
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